Abstract: Resource allocation and scheduling are fundamental issues in a Workflow Management System (WfMS). Effective resource management in WfMS should examine resource allocation together with task scheduling since these problems impose mutual constraints. Optimization of the one factor is subject to the other constraints and vice versa. Thus, an ideal algorithm should take into account not only performance metrics of the infrastructure, such as the number of resources and their utilization, but also quality criteria such as the percentage of tasks undergone violation in their temporal restrictions. In this paper, we propose an innovative algorithm which jointly optimizes the two aforementioned contradictory criteria. The algorithm, called Resource Conflicts Joint Optimization, minimizes resource conflicts subject to temporal constraints and simultaneously optimizes throughput or utilization subject to resources constraints. To achieve the optimization, the two factors are formulated in a matrix form and the optimal solution is found by applying concepts of the generalized eigenvalue analysis. A rough outline of an agent-based architecture is proposed to achieve runtime integration of our algorithm into a functional WfMS, while experimental results under different load environments and tasks assumption reveal the superiority of the proposed strategy than the other conventional approaches.
Introduction
To propose an innovative algorithm which jointly optimizes the two contradictory criteria as mentioned in abstract. The algorithm will minimize resource conflicts subject to sequential constraints and simultaneously optimizes the amount of material or items passing through a system or process or utilization subject to resources constraints. For the achievement of the optimization eigenvalue analysis have been presented. It not only proved itself useful for optimization but also useful to get the optimum solution by applying concepts. The purpose of using eigenvalue analysis is mainly to search the best solution after calculation of the processes under the algorithm roof.
Overview
Numerous type of information systems record event data about executed tasks. Workflow mining is concerned with the origin of a graphical workflow model out of this data. Workflow mining is a highly interactive process. The mining expert repeatedly approaches the result by changing the parameter of the mining tool and verifying the mined models. The modeling of business process in a computerized manner either fully or partially is called as workflow.
Workflow is used for representing a repeatable sequence of operations of a business process. It is a activity pattern used for systematic organization of resources, investigation, operational implementation to represent real work for further assessment. Workflow is related to various fields like operations research, artificial intelligence or in some special type of industries like printing, automation of events or where processes are executed by particular rules for completing the business process. A workflow management system is a computer software system that manages and specifies a series of tasks to generate a final outcome within an organization. Workflow Management System defines various workflows for different types of processes. Workflow management concepts and technologies have been functional in many enterprise information systems.
Many software systems ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems such as SAP, PeopleSoft, and Oracle, CRM (Customer Relationship Management) software, etc. have adopted workflow technology. Even with its promise, many problems are encountered while applying workflow knowledge. One of the problems is that these systems require a workflow design, i.e., a designer need to construct a detailed model accurately unfolding the routing of work. Modeling a workflow is far from trivial: It requires understanding of the workflow language and detailed discussions with the workers and management involved. By creation of the graphical process definitions, i.e., models describing the life-cycle of a classic case (workflow instance) in segregation, one can classify these systems to maintain business processes.
Background Theory

Workflow: Where and How
 It supports mainly the analysis and the design of the new system. It helps to understand how people work with the new system.  It reduces the analysis time and cost because in most of information system, log data is readily available without any additional cost.  It provides objective information about any system under consideration because workflow logs are an impartial reflection of executed activities.  It allows formal verification of workflow properties by simulating the process before its execution.  It supports multiple views of the same process by synthesis algorithms and model conversions.  It allows the involuntary derivation of special paths from acyclic normal flow of the process whenever required.  It enacts repeated model changes on the running instance of a workflow, shielding them from undesired outcomes.
3.2
The main objectives of a Human-Centric Workflow solution are:
the next actor and notifies users about new tasks depending on the current process definition. The following illustration demonstrates the typical flow of a task from one user to another controlled by a Workflow Management System.
Classification in Data Mining
Figure 1: Classification of data and decision tree
Out of all fields of a dataset some necessary fields should be sorted out. These are the fields that allows data to be classify and a decision tree can be generated as given at the right side of the above diagram
Event Logs
The main aim behind recording an event is to find the exact process being executed at once. To fulfill the core idea behind the process mining, proper maintenance of event log should be kept. In process mining, looking the history of the data process is useful. This way it becomes easy to perform operations on and to decide where the data come from.
Process Model
Using process discovery, we can generate results of the selected fields. The fields should contain some weight and the connection between the processes internally can be classified based on that.
Figure 3: Process Model Sample
We can understand the process flow by seeing the process model. Generally, it is drawn differently by connecting each part of the process unit. The main idea behind the process model should be to find out important process out of all.
Algorithms for Process Mining
Various process mining algorithms have been used to solve the problem of efficient process mining. Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY in XML format. In which <AuditTrainEntry> is a compulsory field. Than <WordflowElementModel> and <EventType> displayes the type of the task.
Based on these, the algorithm steps will be performed. The main Algorithms are alpha algorithm, heuristic miner algorithm, genetic algorithm and fuzzy miner algorithm.
 Alpha algorithm 1. Read a log 2. Get the set of tasks 3. Infer the ordering relations 4. Build the net based on inferred relations 5. Output the net 
Proposed Work & Approach
The process petrinet is given in figure below, it has 12 tasks. It is represented as c-net in the following table, which is converted using DG-Graph 1. The first step of the algorithm is the construction of the set A (the set of all tasks appearing in the log).
2. Looking at the diagonal of Table 2 there is only one candidate for C1: task I is 315 times followed by itself. The value of I ⇒W I = 315/(315 + 1) ≥ σL1L, resulting in C1 = {(I, I)}. Table 4 check each non End-row for the highest value (the strongest follower). For example, for the C task the highest value (in boldface) is 0.997; therefore (C, I) is in the set Cout. Table 4 check each non Start-column for the highest value (the strongest cause). For example, for the K task the highest value (in boldface) is 0.998; therefore (H, K) is in the set Cin.
Based on
6, 7. As an illustration we take the tasks D and F. They are in a direct loop (i.e., (D, F) ∈ C2). The strongest output connection of D beside F is K (0.833), and from F is H (0.997). For this reason (D, K) ∈ C 0 out (is not strictly necessary) and will be removed from Cout (step 7 of the algorithm). In Table 4 the removed connections are marked with underlining.
8,9. Analogue to step 6 and 7, but now for the incoming connections.
